
Owner’s Manual

HOT WATER URN
MURD25, MURD35



Model#:  MURD25, MURD35           Supply Voltage: 120V       
Wattage: 1400W                                      Temperature Range: 86-212° 
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SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Lid

Body

Level 
Indicator

Faucet

Indicator 
Light

Switch Cover

Keep Warm/
Boil Switch

Easy Carry 
Handles

Lid Knob

Child Safety
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
This appliance is for HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY. 
When using an electrical appliance, basic safety precautions should always 
be taken, including the following:
1. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USE.
2. Unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning or when 

assembling and disassembling the unit
3. Do not touch hot surfaces. Use handles or knobs. To protect against 

electrical shock do not immerse base, cord, or plug in water or other 
liquid.

4. To protect against �re, electric shock and injury to persons, DO NOT 
IMMERSE CORD, PLUG OR BASE UNIT in water or other liquids.

5. Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near 
children.

6. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug, or a�er the  
appliance has malfunctioned or has been damaged in any way. Return 
appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for examination, repair 
or adjustment.

7. The use of accessory attachments not recommended by Magic Mill may 
result in �re, electric shock or injury to persons.

8. Do not use outdoors.
9. Do not let power cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch hot 

surfaces.
10. Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner, or in a heated oven.
11.  Always operate the appliance on a smooth, even and stable surface.
12. Do not use appliance for anything other than intended use.
13. Do not move appliance containing hot liquids. 
14. Always ensure the voltage on the rating label corresponds to the voltage 

in your home.
15. This appliance has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other).     

To reduce the risk of electric shock, this plug is intended to �t into a 
polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not �t fully into the outlet, 
reverse the plug. If it still does not �t, contact a quali�ed electrician. Do 
not attempt to modify the plug in any way. Always unplug the appliance 
when not in use.

16. Never immerse the machine in water. If the machine has been soaked, it 
must be dried and checked by a specialist before using it again.

17. User should stay in the vicinity of the machine while machine is in boiling 
state .

18. The minimum volume to operate must be up to ⅓ of the maximum 
capacity.      

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS



OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USE
Before rst use, wash all attachments in warm soapy 

water and dry with a clean dry cloth.

1. At least ⅓ of the total capacity of the Urn should be �lled with cool water.
2. Cover the unit with the Lid.
3. Plug the Power Cord into electric outlet properly.
4. Double Switch: Boiling Mode –Use switch marked "Boil"  To boil the 

water, put the Double Switches marked “boil” and “keep warm” in ON 
position; both lights will go on thus activating the heating elements. Once 
the water has �nished boiling (approximately 30 minutes), the boiling 
element will automatically shut o¨. The Indicator Light will light up. If 
the water is detected to be cool, the re-boil will begin only if both “keep 
warm” and “boil” modes are on. 

5. Double Switch: Keep Warm Mode - Use switch marked "Keep Warm".
    To boil the water, put the Double Switches  marked "boil" and "keep warm" 

in ON position; both lights will go on thus activating the heating elements. 
Once the water has �nished boiling (approximately 30 minutes), the 
Indicator Light  will light up. The "boil" switch should be turned o¨ but 
"keep warm" switch should remain on.

CAUTION: Do not touch the outside of the appliance during use! IT IS HOT!!! 
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CLEANING & MAINTENANCE 

cleaning. Make sure the unit has cooled down completely before cleaning.

2. Pour a small amount of hot water into the tank. Rinse with hot water until 
it runs clean.

3. Clean interior of unit and any scale or sediment from the element with a 

4. Rinse with hot water until the water runs clean. 
5. Remove the lid and clean.  
6. Clean the exterior with water and detergent. Do not use harsh abrasive 

8. Always remember to empty and rinse the urn with hot water before using 
again.

DO NOT SUBMERGE THE BASE UNIT OR CORD INTO WATER OR ANY OTHER 
LIQUID OR THIS MAY DAMAGE THE UNIT.

Storing Instructions
∙ Be sure all parts are clean and dry before storing.

∙ 
Store appliance in its box or in a clean , dry place.

∙ 
Never store unit while it is hot or wet.

De-scaling:
 In hard water areas scale will form on the element and interior. This will

 
on a regular basis, using a suitable de-scaler recommended for stainless 
steel kettles. Follow the instructions provided with the de-scaling product.
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9. When using tap water it is important to clean the bottom heating 
element and the sides of the unit once every two weeks.

10. To remove calcium deposits, boil water with vinegar or lemon juice. 
NOTE: any damage to the unit caused by calcium deposits is not covered 
under the warranty.
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